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Increase the Odds of Securing a Line of Credit
By Randy Myers, September 07, 2010

“We’d requested a $12
million line of credit. Our

bank came back and said
our business was doing so

well, let’s make it $15
million.”

James Guillaumin, Chief Financial
Officer, InStar Services Group LP
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Two years into the credit crunch, it’s still hard for many mid-size companies to borrow money. Bankers who remain worried about the
economy and pressured by regulators to strengthen balance sheets simply aren’t lending as freely as they were a few years ago.

For companies that rely on a line of credit to fund working capital, the situation will become increasingly problematic in the next 12 to
18 months as credit lines established five years ago begin to expire.

The outlook is fine for the country’s healthiest borrowers — those with robust profits and solid balance sheets. “If the company is
doing well, with revenues and profits that are growing or at least stable, they’re in pretty good shape, unless their bank is in trouble,”
says Jeffrey Sweeney, CEO and managing director of US Capital Partners, a San Francisco private investment bank and mid-market
lender.

But companies with less-than-stellar financials should take action now to improve their odds of getting the funding they need. They
can do that by paring costs, reducing accounts receivable, negotiating better terms with vendors and taking other measures to
improve cash flow and boost debt service coverage ratios.

Planning Ahead Paid Off
In May, InStar Services Group LP, a Grand Prairie, Texas, disaster-recovery firm, got its bank to bump up its revolving line of credit
50 percent, to $15 million. The ostensible catalyst for the increase was a sharp influx of new business the company landed after
deadly flash floods damaged properties across a wide swath of Tennessee, Mississippi and Kentucky that month.

But that doesn’t tell the whole story. After losing nearly $12 million in 2007, InStar spent the next two years putting its financial house in order, positioning itself to take advantage
of any uptick in business. According to InStar’s Chief Financial Officer James Guillaumin, the company replaced its management team, reduced payroll, pared accounts
receivable, negotiated more favorable payment terms with vendors and trimmed expenses.

All that helped InStar swing to a $4 million profit in 2008 and even post a profit in 2009 at the height of the recession. When a burst of new business finally materialized,
Guillaumin was ready. He prepared detailed cash flow forecasts showing how it would impact the company, and his bank liked what it saw.

“We’d requested a $12 million line of credit. Our bank came back and said our business was doing so well, let’s make it $15 million,” Guillaumin says.

How To Get Ready
Even if your company has no reason to anticipate a sharp upswing in revenue, you can still improve the odds of getting the line of credit you
need. Here are some suggestions from Sweeney and John Pidcock, managing director of Conway Mackenzie Inc., a Birmingham, Michigan,
restructuring and financial advisory firm:

Clean up your balance sheet. Now that banks having tightened lending standards, a sloppy or suspect balance sheet is a red flag no
company wants or needs. “Account for all your working capital properly, write off what needs to be written off and do your best to show you’re
not over-leveraged and are maintaining the traditional financial ratios banks have to run by their credit committees,” Pidcock says.

Subordinate personal loans or convert them to equity. Mid-size companies financed in part by loans from family and friends can find that
those loans hurt their debt ratios, making it harder to qualify for a line of credit. “Even if you tell the bank you don’t have to pay Uncle Fred if you don’t make any money, the debt
becomes a story — and banks just don’t deal well with stories,” Sweeney says. Rather than muddy the waters, negotiate with friends and family to subordinate their loans to other
debt the company might have or assume, he says. Often, banks will treat subordinated debt the same as equity when making lending decisions. Alternatively, convince friends
and family to let you convert their debt to equity.

Show a profit, even if it means paying more taxes. Many mid-size companies adopt accounting strategies to minimize net income and associated income taxes. But that can
backfire when it’s time to apply for credit. “It’s one of the most critical mistakes companies make,” Sweeney says. “You get caught up in a tax-minimization mindset, usually driven
by your accountant, and end up cheerfully showing some kind of minor loss because it minimizes your taxes. But it just hammers your ability to borrow money.” According to
Sweeney, there are many ways companies can legitimately minimize taxes. Under Section 179 of the federal tax code, for example, companies can deduct the full cost of certain
qualifying property up to $250,000 in the year of purchase, rather than depreciating that property over a period of years. “Rather than blindly take that deduction, look at that
carefully,” Sweeney says. “You might want to show a nice profit that year because it can lower your borrowing costs.”

Collect on past-due receivables. The largest mid-size companies may be able to secure a line of credit based solely on cash flow and earnings, specifically, earnings before
interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization, or EBITDA. But at the lower end of the market, lines of credit are almost always secured by assets such as inventory, equipment or
accounts receivable. In 2006 and 2007, lenders were more willing to extend money on older accounts receivable than they are today, Pidcock says. “Now, the quality of your
sales is critical,” he says. “You might be showing a profit on paper, but if your customers aren’t paying your receivables, or they are going out of business and you aren’t collecting
anything at all, that profit is just funny money.” To keep your banker from laughing you out the door, you may need to tighten credit policies and step up your game in collecting
accounts receivable.

Cut costs. It bears repeating that banks are more insistent than they were a few years ago that borrowers operate at a profit. The fastest way to improve profitability is to cut
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costs. Pidcock calls this “revenue efficiency,” making sure the greatest possible percentage of every dollar falls to the bottom line. Cutting costs has the added benefit of boosting
a company’s debt-servicing capabilities, which banks will view favorably.

When banks won’t play ball
If you take these measures and still can’t secure a sufficient line of credit from a traditional bank, you may need to make some concessions. An owner or senior executive could
offer a personal guarantee against the credit line, or the company could accept a smaller line of credit, pay a higher rate of interest than it originally envisioned or accept a credit
line with a shorter term, perhaps two or three years instead of five.

If none of those solutions are workable, there are alternatives to bank financing. Commercial lenders and other asset-based lenders will lend against real estate, inventory and
accounts receivables but also against purchase orders, machinery and equipment, even intellectual property. The cost will likely be higher than a bank line of credit, but in dire
circumstances, that’s a concession some companies are willing to make. If your bank can’t refer you to a commercial lender — and according to Sweeney, many won’t — consult
your industry trade association or the Commercial Finance Association, which maintains a list of lenders.

Bank lines of credit may not be as easy to obtain as they were a few years ago. But with the right preparation, your company may yet secure the financing it needs.
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